
You just received
a new iPhone,

Protect 
it with 
BodyGuardz.

CASES SCREEN PROTECTION

Ace Pro® 
Transparent impact case.

+ Sleek, low pro�le design protects 
your phone without adding bulk

+ Shock-absorbing full body TPU

+ Impact-absorbing Unequal 
technology

Harmony™ 
Chic and protective case.

+ Design inspired by women’s sunglasses

+ Metallic button accents

+ Metallic mesh speaker guard

+ Unequal® impact material

+ Wireless charging compatible

+ Wire mesh structure ampli�es sound

Pure® 2 Edge
Premium edge-to-edge tempered glass.

+ Edge-to-edge protection

+ Aluminum-infused glass

+ Impact-absorbing adhesive

+ More scratch and shatter resistant 

+ Precision-cut edges

+ Case friendly

+ Edge-to-edge protection

+ 2-way privacy technology

+ Clear when viewing directly

+ Aluminum-infused glass

+ Impact-absorbing adhesive 
technology

+ Thinner, stronger glass

SpyGlass® Edge
Privacy tempered glass screen protection.

+ Blocks up to 43% of harmful blue 
light

+ Reduces digital eye strain

+ Case-friendly, edge-to-edge 
protection

+ Maintains clarity

+ Aluminum-infused, tempered glass

+ 9H hardness

Pure 2 EyeGuard™

Blue light blocking screen protection.



$74
Total:

iPhone Repair Costs
Typical costs in one year. 

$299
Initial Cost:

$0
Initial Cost:

$987
Total:

$50
Initial Cost:

FREE!
plus $7.95 S+H

1st Replacement:

FREE!
plus $7.95 S+H

2nd Replacement:

FREE!
plus $7.95 S+H

3rd Replacement:

AppleCare+
Protection Plan

No Screen
Protection
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BodyGuardz
Advantage Program

$29
1st Replacement:

$29
2nd Replacement:

$29
3rd Replacement:

$329
1st Replacement:

$329
2nd Replacement:

$329
3rd Replacement:

$616
after 12 months

Total:

Cost of shipping is 
waived* if you 
purchase and register 
a BodyGuardz screen 
protector AND case.

*Customers are limited to 5 free screen protector replacements, 
with free shipping included, for each product purchased.

*Pricing is based on AppleCare+ protection for iPhone 11 *$329 - cost of replacing the screen of an iPhone 11 - Apple.com
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